Get
Going
Green.
The result of 39 years of research and
development, the Mitsubishi i-MiEV is
a revolutionary zero-emissions electric
vehicle. Employing lithium-ion batteries and
advanced electric motor technology, i-MiEV
offers new possibilities for alternativefuel vehicles. Even when accounting for
emissions at the plant generating the
electricity to charge it, i-MiEV is responsible
for only 30% of the CO2 of a gasoline
minicar. Plus, the driving cost is about
one third that of a comparable gasoline
vehicle—even less when it’s charged during
off-peak hours.
The revolutionary i-MiEV accepts three
types of battery charging systems:
1) Standard 110v Household Outlet
2) Standard 220v L6-20R Outlet
3) Quick Charge System

At Mitsubishi, we believe not all drivers are created equal. So we
build our vehicles for a different breed of driver, the fearless ones
who take pride in what they drive, and refuse to drive more of
the same. It’s obvious to us that people who truly want distinctive
styling and the latest technology see past the procession of bland
imitations. We believe that every vehicle we make should stand
for something. Something more than expected. And that’s why we
don’t build Mitsubishi cars for stereotypes. We build them for you.

Highly Efficient Motor
Propelling the i-MiEV is a lightweight
and highly efficient permanent magnet
synchronous motor. Much smaller than a
gasoline engine, it delivers high-torque at
low rpms, and a sporty, extremely quiet
driving experience.
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Drive More.
With so many car companies churning out so many parody products,
we at Mitsubishi choose to be different. Of course, we build our
vehicles for a different breed of driver, too. It’s clear to us that
people who want distinctive styling and the latest technology see
past the procession of bland imitations. A driver who yearns for, say,
the mastery of Super All-Wheel Control, isn’t interested in anything
from a parody lineup.
At Mitsubishi, we believe that every vehicle we make should stand for
something. Something more than expected. And that’s why, from the
breathtaking Lancer Evolution to the accommodating Endeavor,
every Mitsubishi is built for those who take pride in what they drive,
and refuse to drive more of the same.

The Future is Present

At Mitsubishi, we have a history of forward
thinking. And our quality lineup for 2011
carries on that tradition with renewed
excitement. From the latest electronics to
high-performance innovations, our vehicles
abound with the kind of leading-edge
technologies and thoughtful extras that
make Mitsubishis different.
Super All-Wheel Control
A series of advanced technologies
orchestrated to work in harmony, S-AWC
provides you with maximum traction
regardless of road surface conditions.
FUSE Hands-free Link SystemTM
Featuring Bluetooth® 2.01 technology, FUSE
allows you voice-control interfacing with
your phone and hands-free music playing
from your iPod2 or other MP3 player and
USB devices.
Rockford Fosgate® Audio System
Rockford Fosgate® premium audio
system offers up to 710 watts of power,
programmable profiles, steering wheel
controls and SIRIUS® Satellite Radio3.
The 40-gigabyte navigation system
The 40-gigabyte navigation system includes
features like Real-Time Traffic, Diamond
Lane GuidanceTM, and an entertainment system
with DVD player and music server that holds
up to 3,000 tunes.
Twin Clutch - SST
This “automated manual” transmission
utilizes two clutches to achieve the
efficiency of a manual gearbox while
allowing smooth, ultrafast shifting.

Lancer
Rekindle the passion.
Discover the thrill of driving all over again. Lancer’s sly
performance and sleek presence are hard enough to resist.
But once you discover the hard-disc Navigation System, FUSE
Hands-free technology and a Rockford Fosgate® Premium
audio system, you’ll be ready for a long-distance relationship.

Efficient Strength
With Lancer, you get the choice of either a
2.0-liter or 2.4-liter engine. Both feature dual
overhead cams and Mitsubishi Innovative
Valve-timing Control (MIVEC) for optimum
power and fuel efficiency.

Awarded Safety
The Lancer is equipped with a variety of
innovative safety systems that helped
make it a Top Safety Pick with the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS).

Lancer GTS in Rally Red

Lancer Evolution
Driving passion to obsession.
The astounding Lancer Evolution isn’t just a sportier Lancer, it’s
an entirely re-engineered high-performance vehicle. Boasting a
twin-scroll turbocharged engine, a Twin Clutch Sportronic Shift
Transmission and Super All-Wheel Control, it can turn a daily
commute into a driving compulsion.

Twin-Scroll Turbocharged Engine
Lancer Evolution’s powerful MIVEC engine
features an all-aluminum block, dual
overhead cams and an advanced intercooled
twin-scroll turbocharger that boosts power
to 291-horsepower @ 6,500 rpm and
300 lb.-ft. of torque @ 4,000 rpm.

Ride Technology
Lancer Evolution MR achieves a smoother
ride quality with the help of high-end
components, such as BBS® alloy wheels,
two-piece brake rotors, Bilstein® shocks and
Eibach® springs.

Lancer Evolution MR in Phantom Black

Lancer Sportback
Loading fun with functionality.
In the remarkable Lancer Sportback, extra utility comes standard. Its fifth
door reveals 52.7 cubic feet of cargo space* and provides easy loading. And
with the handy 60/40 split rear seat, versatility is always along for the ride.

Magnesium Paddle Shifters
Available with our Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT) are rally-inspired
magnesium paddle shifters that offer real
hands-on performance. Simply pull the
right paddle to upshift and the left paddle
to downshift through six gear ratios.

European Style
A popular car feature in Europe, Lancer
Sportback’s hatchback-style fifth door
makes accessing the roomy cargo bay
a snap. Très bien!
* With rear seats folded flat

Lancer Sportback Ralliart in Octane Blue

Lancer Ralliart
Get your attitude on track.
For those with a flair for rally style, we offer the race-inspired
Lancer Ralliart. With a 237-horsepower turbocharged engine,
performance tuned suspension, an aluminum hood and All-Wheel
Control, it’ll put you in a fast-track frame of mind.

Ralliart Heritage
For nearly 50 years, Mitsubishi has been at
the forefront of motor sports competition.
Our perennial success on the World Rally
Championship racing circuit is legendary.
Lancer Ralliart embodies the spirit of this
proud tradition.

Turbocharged Torque
The power within Lancer Ralliart springs from
a 2.0-liter single-scroll turbocharged engine
producing 237-horsepower @ 6,000 rpm.
Plus, a mighty 253 lb.-ft. of torque is on tap
from 2,500 rpm through 4,750 rpm. To handle
the extra power, Ralliart gets a larger front
stabilizer bar and firmer springs and dampers.

Lancer Ralliart in Wicked White

Outlander Sport
A fresh take on versatility.
Put a new spin on your active lifestyle with the all-new Outlander Sport.
This hot new crossover is loaded with exciting features like a FUSE handsfree link system,TM all-wheel control, brake energy regeneration, electric
power steering, and a spectacular panoramic glass roof.

18-inch Alloy Wheels
Outlander Sport’s assertive exterior style is
made even more striking with the addition of
available enhancements, such as these sharp
18-inch alloy wheels.

Panoramic Glass Roof
By day, the panoramic glass roof creates a
fresh, open-air feeling throughout the interior.
By night, the roof’s LED mood lighting sets
the tone for endless evening drive possibilities.

Outlander Sport SE with Premium Package in Laguna Blue

Outlander
Realize your full capacity.
Discover what’s possible in a spacious Outlander. Boasting 72.6 cubic
feet of space and available 3rd-row seating4, Outlander lets you
bring more — and do more. Plus, Super All-Wheel Control helps make
it a Top Safety Pick with the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.

Rain-Sensing Wipers
This automatic system helps keep visibility
clear during changing precipitation
conditions. An infrared sensor sends light
through the windshield glass and determines
wiper frequency and speed by the amount
of light reflected back.

Flap-Fold Tailgate
Outlander features the only two-piece flapfold tailgate in its class. It not only makes
for easy loading, it also doubles as a bench
for outdoor activities, handling up to 400
pounds.

Outlander XLS in Quartz Brown

Eclipse Coupe
Reveal your exotic side.
The Eclipse Coupe with its unmistakable sport styling will turn heads
on both back roads and boulevards alike. But it’s more than just
a looker. Bristling with features like a premium Rockford Fosgate®
audio system, the Eclipse Coupe is loaded with high-tech amenities.

Available Rear-View Camera
With visibility compromised, backing up a
vehicle is always a safety concern. Eclipse’s
rear-view camera provides added assurance
by sending an image of the area directly
behind the vehicle to a monitor embedded
in the rear-view mirror.

HID Headlamps
Eclipse’s High-Intensity Discharge (HID)
headlamps are brighter than normal
headlamps and emit a beam that more
closely mimics the light of the sun, making
for better definition and less eye fatigue.

Eclipse GS Sport in Northstar White

Eclipse Spyder
Thrilling from the top down.
The exhilarating Eclipse Spyder comes with sun on tap. When the top is
up, the multi-layered cloth construction helps keep the interior quiet.
Yet, it’s surprisingly quiet with the top down, too. Folded away, the top is
covered by a hard-shell tonneau cover for a sleek motoring experience.

Top Down Sounds
Eclipse Spyder is equipped with a premium
Rockford Fosgate® audio system that
features an 8-inch subwoofer. The bottomend boost helps your music in the open-air
listening environment.

Cloth Convertible Top
Sunny skies are just a push button away.
Amazingly, the convertible roof goes from
top up to tucked away in less than 20 seconds.
It could be the ultimate attitude adjustment.

Eclipse Spyder GT in Rave Red

Galant
Comfort shouldn’t be a luxury.
Galant’s plush and roomy interior might come as a surprise, considering
its comfortable price. Amenities include heated seats, a touch screen
navigation system with rear-view camera and a premium Rockford®
Accoustic Design Audio System. With the low emissions of a 2.4-liter Partial
zero emission vehicle (PZEV)5 engine and 30 MPG, comfort is also guilt-free.

Rear-View Camera
Galant’s convenient rear-view camera
provides a measure of assurance when
backing up. The navigation screen displays an
image of the area directly behind the vehicle.

18-inch Alloy Wheels
Add a note of sporty style to Galant comfort
with these sharp 18-inch alloy wheels.

Galant SE in Rave Red

Endeavor
Ample room for possibilities.
As a midsize CUV, the spacious Endeavor offers full-size accommodations.
Equipped with a Rockford® Acoustic Design audio system, an advanced
navigation system with rear-view camera and loads of cargo space, it
always keeps your options open.

V6 Power
With the strength of a V6 engine and
the confident handling of All-Wheel
Control, the impressive Endeavor puts
you in full command.

Cargo Volume
When the road trip calls for gear, the obliging
Endeavor is at the ready with over 76 cubic
feet of cargo space.

Endeavor LS in Pearl White

10-Year / 100,000 Mile
We are so confident in the quality, reliability and
durability of our vehicles that we back them with very
extensive warranties.8 So when you drive off in your new
Mitsubishi, you’ll know you can enjoy it fully for many
years to come.
5 YEAR/60,000 MILE
BUMPER-TO-BUMPER

7 YEAR/100,000 MILE

ANTI-CORROSION/PERFORATION

5 YEAR/UNLIMITED MILE
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
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OUTLANDER SPORT

OUTLANDER

Eclipse / Spyder

Galant

Endeavor

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

STANDARD Features

4148-horsepower 2.0-liter,

4291-horsepower 2.0-liter

4148-horsepower 2.0-liter or

4148-horsepower 2.0-liter 4-cylinder

4168-horsepower 4-cylinder or

4162-horsepower 2.4-liter 4-cylinder or

4160-horsepower 2.4-liter 4-cylinder

4225-horsepower 3.8-liter V6

4Manual or continously variable

4Continously Variable Transmission

168-horsepower 2.4-liter or
237-horsepower 2.0-liter
turbocharged MIVEC engine

turbocharged 4-cylinder
MIVEC engine

4Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution
driver’s knee airbag6

Log on to our Website and browse our full lineup of
new vehicles, get manufacturer’s suggested retail
price and customer rebate information and “build”
the Mitsubishi that’s right for you. The site can help
you locate your nearest dealer - or even have a dealer
contact you.

424/33 EPA-estimated city/highway
mpg (Lancer DE and ES MT)

9

Litho in U.S.A. On recycled paper

Always place children 12 and under in the rear seat and use
appropriate child restraints. Never place a rear-facing infant
restraint in the front seat. See your owner’s manual and
instructions provided with your child restraint for additional
information. 7RECARO® is the registered trademark of
RECARO GmbH & Co., K.G. 8The 10-year/100,000-mile
Limited Powertrain Warranty applies only to the original
owner of new, retailed 2011 models purchased from an
authorized Mitsubishi dealer. Subsequent owners receive
the balance of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty of
5 years/60,000 miles. Different coverage applies to
Lancer RALLIART, Sportback RALLIART and Evolution.
Lancer RALLIART, Sportback RALLIART and Evolution
have 3-year/36,000-mile coverage for New Vehicles and
5-year/60,000-mile coverage for Limited Powertrain
Warranty. See retailer for limited warranty and roadside

Lancer SPORTBACK

47-airbag safety system including

Mitsubishi Motors North America, Inc.
6400 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 90630-0064
1-888-MITSU2011
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Mitsubishi
is under license. 2iPod is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. 3‘©SIRIUS,’ the SIRIUS dog logo and
related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio,
Inc. 43rd-row seats are intended for use by no more than
two belted occupants no more than 63 inches tall. Exceeding
these limitations can increase the risk of personal injury
or death in the event of an accident. 3rd-row seats are not
intended for use by infants and small children who must use
rear-facing or forward-facing child safety seats. 5Partial Zero
Emission Vehicle (PZEV) engines sold in California and other
low-emission states. 6Airbags are part of a Supplemental
Restraint System (SRS). To decrease the risk of injury from
a deploying airbag, always wear your seat belt, sit upright
in the middle of the seat, and do not lean against the door.

Lancer Evolution

(RISE) unibody

See retailer for limited warranty and
roadside assistance terms and conditions.

1The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by

Lancer

assistance terms and conditions. 9EPA estimates are to
be used as a standardized comparison with other vehicles.
Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive
and maintain your vehicle. 10Compared to other midsize
sedans in low-speed bumper crash testing conducted by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) on 2007 Galant.
Technical data, equipment and options shown are based
on the latest information available at the time of printing
and are subject to change without notice. Colors may vary
due to the printing process. Exterior and interior lights on
vehicles shown may be illuminated for illustration purposes
only. Vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Not all
equipment is available on every model. For complete details
about equipment configuration and Mitsubishi Genuine
Accessories, please contact your Mitsubishi retailer.

4Super All-Wheel Control
(S-AWC) system

4RECARO® front seats7
4Brembo® brakes
4FUSE Hands-free Link SystemTM with
USB port

AVAILABLE Features

AVAILABLE Features

4RALLIART model with TC-SST and

4Twin Clutch Sportronic® Shift

All-Wheel Control (AWC)
4Continuously Variable Transmission
(CVT) with INVECS-III Adaptive
Shift Control
4Sportronic® shifting and magnesium
paddle shifters
4FAST-Key keyless entry and
starting system
4FUSE Hands-free Link SystemTM
with USB port
440GB hard disc drive navigation
system with Music Server and RealTime Traffic
4Rockford Fosgate® 710-watt
performance audio system

AVAILABLE Packages
4Alloy Wheel Package (ES)
4Deluxe Package (ES)
4Touring Package (GTS, RA)

237-horsepower 2.0-liter
turbocharged MIVEC engine

4Up to 52.7 cubic feet of maximum

cargo space (Lancer Sportback GTS)

47-airbag safety system including
driver’s knee airbag6

425/32 EPA-estimated city/highway
mpg (ES CVT)9

AVAILABLE Features
4RALLIART model with TC-SST and
All-Wheel Control (AWC)

Transmission (TC-SST) with
three shift modes
4Sportronic® shifting and magnesium
paddle shifters
4Forged BBS® alloy wheels, BILSTEIN®
struts and Eibach® suspension springs
42-piece front brake rotors
440GB hard disc drive navigation
system with Music Server and RealTime Traffic
4Rockford Fosgate® 710-watt
performance audio system

4Continuously Variable Transmission

AVAILABLE Packages

AVAILABLE Packages

4Sight & Sound Package (GSR)
4Sun & Leather Package (GSR)
4Premium Package (MR)
4Touring Package (MR)

4Alloy Wheel Package (ES)
4Deluxe Package (ES)
4Touring Package (GTS, RA)

(CVT) with INVECS-III Adaptive
Shift Control
4Sportronic® shifting and magnesium
paddle shifters
440GB hard disc drive navigation
system with Music Server and RealTime Traffic
4Rockford Fosgate® 710-watt
performance audio system
4FUSE Hand-free Link SystemTM
with USB port

MIVEC engine

transmission (CVT)

47-airbag safety system including
driver’s knee airbag

6

4Magnesium paddle shifters (requires CVT)
4Brake energy regeneration system
4Active Stability Control with Hill Start Assist
4FUSE Hand-free Link SystemTM with
USB port

431 EPA-estimated highway mpg9

AVAILABLE Features
4All-Wheel Control (AWC) system
4Panoramic glass roof with adjustable
LED mood lighting

440GB hard disc drive navigation

system with rear-view camera,
Music Server and Real-Time Traffic
4Super-wide High Intensity Discharge
(S-HID) headlamps
418-inch alloy wheels
4One-touch Start/Stop (OSS)
engine switch
4Rockford Fosgate® 710-watt
performance audio system

AVAILABLE Packages
4Alloy Wheel Package (ES)
4Premium Package (SE)
4Exterior Sport Package
4Interior Package (CVT Only)
4Illumination Package
4Protection Package
4Cargo Package
4Navigation Package
4Navigation with rear-view camera

230-horsepower V6 MIVEC engine

(CVT) or 6-speed Sportronic®
automatic with Idle Neutral Logic

42-wheel drive or All-Wheel Control
(AWC)

4Active Stability Control
46 standard airbags6
423/28 EPA-estimated city/highway

mpg (Outlander ES/SE CVT 2WD)9

AVAILABLE Features
4Outlander GT with Super All-Wheel

Control (S-AWC) system with
electronically-controlled active
front differential
4FUSE Hands-free Link SystemTM
with USB port
440GB hard disc drive navigation
system with Music Server and RealTime Traffic
4Rockford Fosgate® 710-watt
performance audio system
418-inch alloy wheels
4Power glass sunroof
4Leather seating surfaces

AVAILABLE Packages
4Premium Package (SE)
4Touring Package (XLS, GT)
4Sun & Sound Package (GT)
4Navigation with rear-view camera (GT)

265-horsepower 3.8-liter V6
MIVEC engine

MIVEC engine

44-wheel independent suspension

418-inch alloy wheels
4Six standard airbags (coupe only)

6

4Lowest crash repair costs among

midsize sedans according to IIHS

10

43,500-pound towing capacity
42-wheel drive or All-Wheel Control
(AWC)

4More than 76 cubic feet of cargo

4Active Stability Control (ASC)

4Active Stability Control (ASC)

420/28 EPA-estimated city/highway

4PZEV emissions rating5

4Active Stability Control (ASC)

42 1/30 EPA-estimated city/

4Six standard airbags6

mpg (Eclipse GS Coupe MT)9

AVAILABLE Features

highway mpg 9

4Eclipse Spyder with power top that

AVAILABLE Features

4Leather seating surfaces
4Rear-view backup camera with

4DVD touch-screen navigation system

opens in under 20 seconds
rear-view mirror display

4Bluetooth® Hands-free cellular
phone interface

1

4Rockford Fosgate® audio system with
650-watts of peak output
and in-dash 6-disc CD changer
with steering wheel-mounted
audio controls
4Xenon High-Intensity Discharge
(HID) projector-type headlamps
wipers, heated seats and improved
sound insulation

with rear-view backup camera
(SE only)
4Automatic climate control
4Rockford Fosgate® Acoustic Design
650-watt audio system and in-dash
6-disc CD changer with steeringwheel-mounted audio controls
4Bluetooth® Hands-free cellular
phone interface1
418-inch alloy wheels

AVAILABLE Packages
4Leather Package

room

4Bluetooth® Hands-free cellular
phone interface1

415/24 EPA-estimated city/highway
mpg (Endeavor LS and SE 2WD)9

AVAILABLE Features
4Power glass sunroof
4Leather seating surfaces
4Heated front seats
4Rockford Fosgate® Acoustic Design

650-watt audio system and in-dash
6-disc CD changer with steeringwheel-mounted audio controls
4DVD navigation system with
rear-view backup camera

